
 
 
 

Berkshire, UK – 24 May 2018 
 

 
Conscientious holidaying workers pose cyber threat to businesses, says 

EnterpriseRed  
 

With the summer holiday season well underway, many companies may have 
welcomed a recent survey conducted by British Airways which found that more 
than half of employees check their emails while on holidays and 30% actually 

active engage in sending emails while by the pool, in their hotel room or even on 
the beach.   

 
But Berkshire-based company EnterpriseRed Cybersecurity is warning 

businesses that this perceived benefit in additional productivity as employees 
continue to work on holiday can actually be a real security threat. 

 
EnterpriseRed’s CEO, Ian Kennedy-Compston explains “Workers are almost 

certainly accessing email and other business systems while using insecure public 
wifi.  This presents a golden opportunity for hackers to gain access to potentially 

confidential information or install dangerous malware which could affect not only 
the employee’s device but also infect their company’s whole system when 

connected.” 
 

Many employees not only access local wifi hotspots but actually charge their 
devices while they travel using free USB charging points at airports or in other 

public areas, increasing the risk of the transfer of viruses and malware. 
 
Kennedy-Compston added “It was a significant risk to businesses before but, 

with the new data protection laws bringing potentially crippling fines for data 
breach, no company of any size can continue to ignore the cybersecurity threat 

of workers accessing email or other systems remotely.” 
 

Given the ballooning use of Bring Your Own Device policies leading to employees 
working while travelling, at home or overseas, EnterpriseRed recommends 

businesses take action: first, to step up cybersecurity training to ensure 
employees are alert to the potential risks and, second, using the right software 

solutions to protect their systems from the threat, such as Blackberry’s 
enterprise-class Workspaces and UEM products which protect against the risks of 

file sharing and emailing on the go. 
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About EnterpriseRed Cybersecurity 

 
EnterpriseRed is a UK-based business offering support to organisations of all 

sizes in the prevention, detection and response to cybersecurity risks. 
 

Our approach is multi-faceted, working with organisations to help them identify, 
understand and mitigate the risks they face from their technology, people or 

processes. 

We provide a range of products and services, including vulnerability 

assessments, employee training, and specialist software solutions from a range 
of cybersecurity industry leaders. 

For more information, visit Enterprisered.com 
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